Emerging role of multikinase inhibitors for refractory thyroid cancer
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Abstract: Thyroid cancer incidence continues to increase, remaining the most common endocrine malignancy. The need for effective systemic therapies combined with high incidence of driver mutations and overexpression of molecular pathways make refractory thyroid cancer an ideal candidate for treatment with novel agents. Multikinase inhibitors have caused a paradigm shift in the treatment of patients with advanced iodine-refractory thyroid cancer. These agents have shown to be the most effective systemic therapy for this disease not only causing prolonged responses but also improving survival. The activity of these agents inhibiting several pathways simultaneously, such as rearranged during transfection protooncogene, mitogen-activated protein kinase, and angiogenesis, can probably explain the effectiveness in controlling the progression of this malignancy. Several of these agents are currently on clinical studies in patients with differentiated and medullary thyroid cancer and most of them are showing promising clinical activity. With the approval of vandetanib for the treatment of medullary thyroid cancer, a new era in the management of this disease has begun. The molecular rationale for the use of these drugs for thyroid cancer is discussed as well as their promising clinical results.
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Introduction
Thyroid cancer continues to be the most common endocrine malignancy with an incidence that is increasing.\textsuperscript{1} In the United States alone an estimate of 48,020 new cases will be diagnosed in 2011, causing 1740 deaths.\textsuperscript{1} Differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) and medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) which originate from follicular and neural crest C cells, respectively, are the most common types. Undifferentiated thyroid cancer is a highly aggressive and uncommon type of thyroid cancer. Most thyroid cancers are effectively treated with surgical resection, thyroid-stimulating hormone suppressive therapy, and ablation of the thyroid remnant with radioactive iodine (RAI). The prognosis is excellent with a 10-year disease-related survival of 85\%.\textsuperscript{2} However, patients with RAI-refractory and metastatic thyroid cancer have few therapeutic options, with response rates <30% with the use of systemic chemotherapy, and usually short-lasting associated toxicities, and no proven survival benefit.\textsuperscript{3,4}

Targeted therapies, anticancer agents developed to inhibit specific molecular pathways that drive various human tumors, have caused a paradigm shift in the treatment of solid and hematologic malignancies. The study of thyroid carcinomas has revealed somatic mutations in several pathways such as B-type Raf kinase (B-Raf), K-Ras,
and rearranged during transfection (RET)/papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) that are associated with development and progression of approximately 70% of these malignancies.\textsuperscript{5} Therefore, lack of effective systemic therapies combined with a high incidence of driver mutations and overexpression of molecular pathways make refractory thyroid cancer an ideal candidate for treatment with novel targeted agents. Multikinase inhibitors (MKIs) have been shown to be the most promising targeted therapies against this disease by blocking pathway signaling like angiogenesis and, concomitantly, inhibiting mutated pathways (Table 1). The results of the ZETA (Zactima Efficacy in Thyroid Cancer Assessment) trial led the United States Food and Drug Administration to approve vandetanib for the treatment of symptomatic or progressive MTC, constituting this the first targeted agent approved for thyroid cancer.\textsuperscript{6} The molecular rationale for targeting thyroid cancer with these agents is discussed as well as the promising results of the treatment with MKIs in refractory thyroid carcinoma.

### Molecular pathways and therapeutic targets in thyroid cancer

#### Raf/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway

The activation of the MAPK pathway plays a major role in the carcinogenesis of PTC, the most common thyroid malignancy. Raf, MAPK kinase, and MAPK are all serine/threonine-selective protein kinases. The MAPK pathway is activated by growth factor-stimulated cell surface receptors such as epidermal growth factor receptor.\textsuperscript{7} When the cell surface receptor is phosphorylated, it activates Sos which consequently promotes Ras (a guanosine triphosphatase) to change its guanosine diphosphate for a guanosine triphosphate. Activated Ras activates the protein kinase activity of Raf kinase which phosphorylates and activates MAPK kinase.\textsuperscript{8} Finally, MAPK kinase phosphorylates and activates MAPK that, in turn, can now activate a transcription factor, such as myc. Among the three forms of Raf kinases, B-Raf is the most potent activator of the MAPK pathway.\textsuperscript{9} About 45% of sporadic PTC can have mutations in the B-Raf gene, making these the most common genetic alteration found in patients with thyroid cancer.\textsuperscript{9} More than 90% of B-Raf mutations exist in the V600E mutation (T1799A) in exon 15; abnormality is also present in 77.8% of patients with recurrent disease.\textsuperscript{9} B-Raf V600E mutation has been associated with several adverse pathologic prognostic features in PTC-like extrathyroidal invasion, multicentricity, presence of nodal metastases, and absence of tumor capsule. Moreover, it is associated with an increased rate of tumor recurrence and treatment failure.\textsuperscript{10,11}

#### Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) pathway

One of the major developments on anticancer therapy of the last two decades is the essential role of angiogenesis in tumor growth and metastasis; therefore, controlling tumor-associated angiogenesis is now a key tactic in limiting cancer progression. VEGF-A, the major mediator of tumor angiogenesis, is part of the VEGF family of structurally related molecules. VEGF-A promotes the proliferation and survival of endothelial cells and increases vascular permeability.\textsuperscript{12} VEGF-A signals through VEGF receptor 2 (VEGFR-2), the major VEGF signaling receptor that mediates sprouting angiogenesis. The binding of VEGF to VEGFR-2 leads to dimerization of the receptor, followed by intracellular activation of a cascade of different signaling pathways such as Raf/MAPK and phosphatidylinositol 3′ kinase (PI3K)-Akt pathways.\textsuperscript{13} Both DTC and MTC have been found to express high levels of both angiopoietin-2 and VEGF and upregulation of its main receptor, VEGFR-2, with respect to normal thyroid.\textsuperscript{14,15} Moreover, increased expression of VEGF in
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**Abbreviations:** BCR/ABL, breakpoint cluster/Abelson; B-Raf, B-type Raf kinase; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FLT3, FMS-like tyrosine kinase receptor 3; PDGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptor; RET, rearranged during transfection; VEGFR-2, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-2.
thyroid cancer has been associated with an increase in tumor size, local and distant metastasis, and poor prognosis.\textsuperscript{14,16}

**RET pathway**

\textit{RET} protooncogene is located in the chromosome 10q11.2. \textit{RET} encodes a receptor tyrosine kinase that is expressed in neuroendocrine cells as well as thyroid C cells, adrenal medullary cells, and neural cells (including parasympathetic and sympathetic ganglion cells). The RET receptor consists of an extracellular portion, a transmembrane portion, and an intracellular portion, which contains two tyrosine kinase subdomains (TK1 and TK2) that are involved in the activation of several intracellular signal transduction pathways. In physiological conditions, activation of RET requires the formation of a multimeric complex with a coreceptor of the glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor family \( \alpha \) coreceptors and one of their ligands, the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor family of ligands.\textsuperscript{17} The ligand binding leads to formation of the complex and RET dimerization, kinase activation, and signaling to the nucleus. Activation of RET has been shown to signal through multiple pathways, including Ras/extracellular signal-related kinase pathway, PI3K, and Src, among others (Figure 1).

Activating mutations and translocation of \textit{RET} are a common abnormality of both PTC and MTC. Translocations of \textit{RET} are seen in \( \approx 30\% \) of PTC, and is commonly seen in cases of PTC associated with radiation exposure.\textsuperscript{18} Moreover, activating mutations are common in sporadic and hereditary MTC, leading to ligand-independent dimerization and phosphorylation.\textsuperscript{18}

**MKIs in thyroid cancer**

**Vandetanib**

Vandetanib is an orally bioavailable agent that is a multimarket kinase inhibitor that also has antiangiogenesis properties (targets VEGFR-2 and VEGFR-3, epidermal growth factor receptor, and RET kinase).\textsuperscript{19} It was found to be a promising agent for MTC because, besides its effects on angiogenesis, it has inhibitory effects in RET activation, a well-known protooncogene that is predominant in this disease. Two phase II trials have been reported so far using vandetanib in patients with MTC. The first was conducted in patients with locally advanced or metastatic hereditary MTC with \textit{RET} germline mutation using vandetanib at 300 mg orally per day. A total of 30 patients were accrued and partial response was reported in six patients (20%) with stable disease in other nine subjects (30%). Grade 1–2 adverse

![Figure 1](image_url) Molecular pathways targeted by multikinase inhibitors in refractory thyroid cancer.

**Notes:** Rearranged during transfection is the receptor for members of the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor family of extracellular signaling molecules or ligands. The complex of the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor family of ligands with the coreceptor glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor family receptor \( \alpha \) brings together two molecules of rearranged during transfection, triggering transautophosphorylation of specific tyrosine residues within the tyrosine kinase domain of each rearranged during transfection molecule. Rearranged during transfection can increase proliferation and survival through several pathways such as Ras/extracellular signal-related kinase and phosphatidylinositol 3’ kinase. Both vascular endothelial growth factor-2 and epidermal growth factor pathways can also induce proliferation, invasion, and survival by activation of both Ras/extracellular signal-related kinase and phosphatidylinositol 3’ kinase pathways. Marked in red are the targets inhibited by multikinase inhibitors.

**Abbreviations:** EGFR, epidermal growth factor; ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinase; GFLs, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor family of ligands; GFR\( \alpha \), glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor family \( \alpha \) coreceptor; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; MEK, mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol 3’ kinase; RET, rearranged during transfection; VEGF-A, vascular endothelial growth factor A; VEGFR2, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-2.
events (presented in >50% of the patients) were: rash, diarrhea, fatigue, and nausea. Grade 3 adverse events included asymptomatic QTc prolongation (17%), rash, and diarrhea (both 10%). The other phase II trial conducted by Robinson et al used vandetanib in a lower dose (100 mg) in 19 patients, 79% of them with confirmed RET germline mutation. Post-progression dose increment to vandetanib 300 mg was allowed in eligible patients. In a preliminary report with a median duration of treatment of 274 days, 14 patients remained on the 100 mg dose and the dose after progression was raised to 300 mg in two patients. From this group of 16 evaluable patients, partial responses were reported in two patients (10%), stable disease for more than 6 months in six patients (31%), and two other patients had disease progression.

The first phase III trial reported using a MKI was the ZETA (Zactima Efficacy in Thyroid Cancer Assessment) trial, a randomized, double-blind phase III trial in patients with locally advanced or metastatic thyroid cancer using 300 mg daily of vandetanib versus placebo. The median age of the 331 patients included was 52 years; 56% had a positive RET mutation status. After a median follow-up of 24 months, a statistically significant progression-free survival (PFS), overall response rate, disease control rate, and biochemical response were observed for vandetanib versus placebo. This was the first phase III trial that demonstrated an improved PFS using an MKI in patients with thyroid cancer; thus, vandetanib was approved in April 2011 by the United States Food and Drug Administration for this indication. Recently, there have been attempts to combine biologic agents with chemotherapy or among themselves in several trials of head and neck and thyroid cancers. Vandetanib was recently combined with bortezomib, a proteasome inhibitor (approved for the treatment of multiple myeloma). The rationale of the trial was based on preclinical evidence which has shown that addition of bortezomib enhanced vandetanib activity against MTC cell lines. This was a phase I trial designed to assess the safety, tolerance, and activity of vandetanib plus bortezomib in 21 patients with MTC. A dose escalation schema with bortezomib (1–1.3 mg/m²) intravenously on days one, four, eight, and eleven and vandetanib (100–300 mg) orally daily (28-day cycles) was in place. Grade 3 toxicities were: hypertension (24%), fatigue (19%), thrombocytopenia (10%), diarrhea (10%), and arthralgia (10%), with keratoconjunctivitis, hypokalemia, pulmonary hemorrhage, edema, and prolonged QTc each in one patient (5%). There was one dose limiting toxicity – grade 3 thrombocytopenia at a bortezomib/vandetanib dose of 1.3/200 in cycle two, but no grade 4–5 toxicities. The 17 patients who had MTC were metastatic. Median calcitonin and carcinoembryonic antigen levels were 5289 and 113, respectively. Five (29%) patients had partial response and eight (47%) attained stable disease. Six patients who attained stable disease maintained their disease control for more than 6 months. The maximum tolerated dose for the combination was bortezomib 1.3 mg/m² intravenously on days one, four, eight, and eleven and vandetanib at 300 mg orally daily.

Pazopanib

Pazopanib is a small-molecule inhibitor of VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, and VEGFR-3, platelet-derived growth factor receptor-β (PDGFR-β), and c-Kit, and is currently approved for the treatment of renal cell carcinoma. A phase II trial using pazopanib at 800 mg daily enrolled 39 patients with metastatic, rapidly progressive, RAI-refractory DTC. Of the 37 evaluable patients, confirmed partial responses were recorded in 18 patients (49%) and the likelihood of response lasting longer than 1 year was calculated to be 66%. Interestingly, the maximum pazopanib plasma concentration correlated with the maximum change in tumor size and was significantly higher in the 18 patients who achieved confirmed partial response by Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors criteria when compared to those who did not. Dose reduction was required in 16 (43%) of 37 patients because of adverse effects. A ≥30% decrease in thyroglobulin concentrations was observed in 88% of the patients with data available. The most frequent adverse events that required a dose reduction were fatigue, skin and hair hypopigmentation, diarrhea, and nausea. The death of two patients during treatment was attributed to underlying disorders.

Lenvatinib (E7080)

Lenvatinib is an orally administered MKI with a wide therapeutic range targeting several important kinases in thyroid cancers such as VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, VEGFR-3, fibroblast growth factor receptor-1 (FGFR-1), FGFR-2, FGFR-3, FGFR-4, PDGFR-β, RET, and c-Kit. It also has the benefit of not prolonging the QTc interval like other MKIs. A phase II study with lenvatinib 24 mg once daily until disease progression was conducted in 58 patients with advanced RAI-refractory DTC whose disease had progressed during the prior 12 months. Confirmed partial responses were observed in 29 patients (50%) based on investigator assessment, with 65% of the responses seen at 8 weeks. Interestingly, the response rate for patients who received prior VEGFR-directed therapy was 41%. Of the patients enrolled, 35% required dose reduction for management of toxicity,
and 23% were withdrawn from therapy due to toxicity. The most common adverse events were hypertension, diarrhea, decreased appetite, weight loss, and proteinuria; all them had an incidence of <10% for grade 3. Five patients (8.6%) experienced grade 4 events.27

Sorafenib

Three phase II clinical trials using sorafenib in patients with metastatic RAI-refractory thyroid carcinoma have been published to date. The first trial was conducted by Kloos et al in which 56 patients were enrolled; partial response was seen in six of the 41 patients with PTC included; stable disease lasted >6 months in 23 patients.28 The median duration of partial response was 7.5 months and median PFS was 15 months. Grade 3 adverse events included hand-foot skin reaction, musculoskeletal pain, and fatigue. Interestingly, a high incidence of the B-Raf mutation was found in 17 of the 22 PTCs (77%) analyzed, with 14 of these mutations being V600E, whereas three other patients had a K601E mutation. No patients with MTC were included and no partial responses were reported in non-PTC patients. The second phase II trial was conducted by Gupta-Abramson et al in 30 patients who were treated with sorafenib 400 mg orally twice daily.29 Seven patients had partial response lasting 18–84 weeks, and 16 patients had stable disease lasting 14–89 weeks; median PFS was 79 weeks. Of note, 95% patients for whom serial thyroglobulin levels were available showed a decrease in thyroglobulin levels, with a mean decrease of 70%. In terms of toxicity, a single patient died of liver failure that was likely to be treatment-related. Although the presence of the B-Raf mutation has been related with poor outcome and the results of these trials are encouraging, the correlation between the presence of B-Raf V600E mutation and clinical response to sorafenib has yet to be elucidated. Preliminary results of another open-label phase II study of sorafenib in 55 patients with metastatic, RAI-refractory thyroid carcinoma conducted by Brose et al reported an increased PFS for patients with B-Raf V600E, compared with that of patients with wild-type B-Raf (84 versus 54 weeks; P = 0.028).30 More recently, another phase II trial by Lam et al looking at patients with advanced MTC was published. Herein, patients were stratified into two different groups: hereditary (arm A) or sporadic (arm B); all patients received sorafenib 400 mg orally twice daily.31 Sixteen patients were enrolled in arm B, and arm A was closed due to a slow accrual of patients with sporadic MTC. One patient achieved partial response (6.3%) and 14 attained stable disease (87.5%), with four of them having stable disease lasting >15 months. The median PFS for arm B was 17.9 months.31

Motesanib

Rosen et al initially reported partial responses in three of seven patients with thyroid cancer enrolled in a phase I study of motesanib in patients with advanced solid tumors.32 Two phase II trials using 125 mg of motesanib diphosphate orally once daily have been conducted in patients with advanced or metastatic RAI-refractory thyroid cancer. The first trial by Sherman et al treated 93 patients with DTC; 57 (61%) of them were PTC.33 The overall response rate was 14% and stable disease was achieved in 67% of the patients and maintained for ≥24 weeks in 35% of the patients; 8% had progression of disease. The median duration of response was 32 weeks and median PFS was 40 weeks. Diarrhea (59%), hypertension (56%), fatigue (46%), and weight loss (40%) were the most common treatment-related adverse events. The second phase II trial by Schlumberger et al also used motesanib at 125 mg daily, but in 91 patients with MTC. Efficacy was somewhat lower than that in the previous study.34 Response rate was characterized by partial remission in two patients (2%), stable disease in 81%, and a median PFS of 48 weeks. Decrease in serum calcitonin and carcinoembryonic antigen during treatment was seen in 83% and 75% of the patients, respectively. The most common treatment-related adverse events were similar to other trials with motesanib including diarrhea, fatigue, hypertension, and anorexia. Hypothyroidism was reported to be considerably worse in 29% of the patients. Circulating biomarkers of angiogenesis and apoptosis were obtained in patients participating in these last two trials. Samples were collected at baseline and up to 4 weeks after the end of the study.35 Levels of soluble VEGFR-1, placental growth factor (PIGF), VEGF, and basic FGF were measured. Results of these biomarkers revealed changes in serum PIGF as early as 1 week into treatment which, in fact, correlated with best tumor response. Those patients who had 4.7-fold increase or greater in PIGF levels after 1 week of treatment were more likely to achieve partial remission than those who reached levels less than the 4.7 cutoff. The response rate among patients with a greater than 4.7-fold increase in PIGF was 30% compared with 3% for those below. There was also a significant separation between responders and nonresponders at a 1.6-fold decrease in VEGFR-2 after 3 weeks of treatment. Baseline serum VEGF levels < 671 pg/mL correlated with significantly longer PFS.35

Sunitinib

Three phase II trials with sunitinib are reported here. The first trial used sunitinib 50 mg daily on a 4-week-on/2-week-off schedule, and included 43 subjects with MTC and DTC.36
The overall response rate in the 31 patients with DTC was 13%, with stable disease in 68% of them. On the other hand, no responses were observed in patients with MTC, although stable disease was observed in the majority of patients (83%). Grade 3–4 adverse events included neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, hypertension, fatigue, palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia, and gastrointestinal symptoms. In the second trial, sunitinib was given at 37.5 mg daily to 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose positron emission tomography-avid advanced thyroid cancers. Three patients had MTC and 15 patients had DTC; the 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose positron emission tomography response rate was observed in seven patients (all of them with DTC histology). The most common grade 3 adverse event was neutropenia (28%); no grade 4 toxicities were reported. Another phase II study by Ravaud et al also administered sunitinib at 50 mg/day for 4 weeks every 6 weeks. Patients had anaplastic, MTC, or RAI-refractory DTC which had being progressing during the 6 months prior to study start. Seventeen patients were enrolled. Median age was 64.3 years old, metastatic sites included lung, lymph nodes, and bones, the treatment was well tolerated with the main side effects including hypertension, asthenia, mucositis, hand-foot syndrome, and thrombocytopenia. Fifteen subjects were evaluable for response; of those, one patient had evidence of partial remission and 12 patients attained stable disease, with one patient showing >90% decrease of thyroglobulin and another patient with a dramatic decrease of symptoms.

**Axitinib**

Axitinib (AG-013736) is an oral, potent, and selective small molecule inhibitor of VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, and VEGFR-3, which was recently approved for the treatment of metastatic kidney cancer. It has inhibitory properties at picomolar concentrations against VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, and VEGFR-3, and at nanomolar concentrations against PDGFR-β and c-Kit. This agent has been shown to affect VEGF-dependent fenestrations and cause regression of tumor vessels. The dose of axitinib was determined after a phase I trial in which 36 patients with solid tumors were administered this novel agent. The recommended dose is 5 mg orally twice daily. Axitinib demonstrated activity against all histologic subtypes of thyroid cancer and the main side effect was hypertension, which was easily managed with antihypertensives.

A phase II trial evaluated the efficacy of axitinib in patients with a diagnosis of RAI-refractory thyroid carcinoma. A total of 60 patients were enrolled in this study. Patients had all histologic subtypes of thyroid cancer and they were treated with 5 mg twice daily. All histologic subtypes achieved a clinical response, with eight partial responses in patients with papillary histology, six in follicular, two in medullary, and one in anaplastic thyroid carcinoma. A total of 23 (38%) patients achieved stable disease and there was a median PFS of 18.1 months. A total of 19 (32%) patients reported at least one grade 3 adverse effect from axitinib. The most common adverse effect was hypertension and there were three associated grade 4 adverse effects, which included cerebrovascular accident, hypertension, and reversible leukoencephalopathy. Finally, a total of eight (13%) patients had to discontinue treatment due to adverse effects.

**Cabozantinib**

Cabozantinib (XL184) is a dual inhibitor, exerting its effects over MET and VEGF pathways. Cabozantinib is a small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitor that targets multiple receptors such as VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2, c-Met, RET, c-Kit, FMS-like tyrosine kinase receptor 3, Tie-2, and RET/PTC. The recommended dose for cabozantinib was determined at 175 mg daily orally after a phase I trial. In this study, eight of 16 patients with MTC achieved partial response and all other patients achieved stable disease. Adverse effects included diarrhea, nausea, fatigue, mucosal inflammation, anorexia, elevated liver enzymes, hypertension, and vomiting. Further studies are on their way to study this promising novel agent.

**Imatinib**

Imatinib is currently approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency for the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia, dermatofibrosarcoma protubersans, and gastrointestinal stromal tumor. Imatinib targets the BCR-ABL gene translocation, PDGFR, stem cell factor, and c-Kit, and causes inhibition of proliferation and apoptosis in cells that express them. Due to RET overexpression in thyroid carcinoma and the fact that both RET and c-Kit are part of the same subfamily of tyrosine kinase receptors, multiple attempts have been made to exploit the use of imatinib in thyroid carcinomas. A phase II trial treated 15 patients with imatinib at 600 mg daily and in case of clinical response the dose could be escalated to 800 mg daily. All patients enrolled in this trial had a confirmed diagnosis of MTC. There were no objective responses observed and the median duration of treatment was 4 months. A similar trial enrolled nine patients with diagnosis of MTC. The patients were treated with imatinib 600 mg daily with a median duration of 13 months. A total of seven patients...
achieved stable disease at 3 months, but only one of these remained with stable disease at 12 months. There were no clinical responses, and the median PFS was 6 months.55

**Conclusion**

Systemic chemotherapy has been used for years for advanced or metastatic thyroid carcinomas with low efficacy. Angiogenesis plays a crucial role in tumor progression because tumor angiogenesis is driven by host-derived circulating factors. Nowadays, there are multiple novel therapies that target angiogenesis in clinical trials. The most successful agents target the VEGFRs, with potential targets including the mutant kinases associated with papillary and medullary oncogenesis. VEGFR inhibition has relied on the use of small molecular inhibitors. These drugs inhibit tyrosine kinase activity of VEGFRs as well as other tyrosine kinases. At least one phase III trial has showed improvements in PFS with the use of vandetanib, an MKI of VEGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor, and RET.

As discussed in this manuscript, not all MKIs have the same effect on RAI-refractory thyroid cancers. Some are more effective on certain histologic subtypes (Table 2). Thus, it is important to identify biomarkers which can help sort out the best therapeutic choice. Efforts in this regard are underway in clinical trials. As an example, levels of soluble VEGFR-1, PIGF, VEGF, and basic FGF have been studied as biomarkers with the use of motesanib. Initial analyses have shown that their levels may correlate with response and/or PFS. Randomized trials for other agents are currently underway, and the treatment for patients with metastatic or advanced thyroid carcinoma now emphasizes clinical trial opportunities for novel agents with considerable promise.
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